High-utility itemset mining (HUIM) is an important research topic in the data mining field. Typically, traditional HUIM algorithms must handle the exponential problem of huge search space when the database size or number of distinct items is very large. As an alternative and effective approach, evolutionary computation (EC)-based algorithms have been proposed to solve HUIM problems because they can obtain a set of nearly optimal solutions in limited time. However, it is still time-consuming for EC-based algorithms to find complete high-utility itemsets (HUIs) in transactional databases. To address this problem, we propose an HUIM algorithm based on an improved genetic algorithm (HUIM-IGA). In addition, a neighborhood exploration strategy is proposed to improve search efficiency for HUIs. To reduce missing HUIs, a population diversity maintenance strategy is employed in the proposed HUIM-IGA. An individual repair method is also introduced to reduce invalid combinations for discovering HUIs. In addition, an elite strategy is employed to prevent the loss of HUIs. Experimental results obtained on a set of real-world datasets demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can find complete HUIs in terms of the given minimum utility threshold, and the timeconsuming of HUIM-IGA is relatively lower when mining the same number of HUIs than state-of-the-art EC-based HUIM algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data mining refers to the process of extracting potentially valuable information or patterns from a large amount of data [1] , [2] . Frequent itemset mining (FIM) [3] has been an important research direction in the data mining field. FIM involves mining itemsets whose occurrence frequency is not less than a user-specified threshold [4] , [5] . FIM algorithms have been studied extensively, such as the Apriori algorithm [6] , the FP-Growth algorithm [7] , and the Eclat algorithm [8] , which are all based on a support (or frequency) measure. Although FIM can mine frequent itemsets in transactional databases, it does not consider the utility (such as profit) of itemsets. In many applications, the utility value is important information that cannot be ignored. To address The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jing Bi . the limitations of FIM, a high-utility itemset mining (HUIM) method was designed to discover high-utility itemsets from databases [9] , [10] . A high utility itemset (HUI) refers to an itemset whose utility value is not less than the minimum utility threshold set by the user. However, the problem with HUIM is that it is more challenging than FIM because the utility of an itemset is neither monotonic nor antimonotonic [11] - [13] . Specifically, in the problem of FIM, the support (or frequency) of an itemset is anti-monotonic. According to this feature, pruning the search space can be implemented effectively. To mine HUIs more reasonably and effectively, several search strategies, structure construction methods, data representation methods, and pruning methods have been proposed, e.g., a series of algorithms based on level-wise candidate generation and testing [12] - [14] , algorithms based on tree or pattern growth [15] - [17] , and utility list-based algorithms [18] , [19] . However, with traditional VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ HUIM algorithms, the search space grows exponentially with an increasing number of transactions and database items [20] . The problem of HUIM is a typical combinatorial optimization problem [21] . As an effective stochastic optimization method, evolutionary computation (EC) is inspired by the evolutionary process of nature [22] and uses the principle of natural evolution to find an optimal solution [23] . EC has been applied to various combinatorial optimization problems, such as traveling salesman problem [24] , [25] , data mining [10] , [26] - [29] , job shop scheduling problem [30] , [31] , unit commitment problems [32] , [33] , disassembly sequence planning [34] , [35] , feature selection [36] , [37] , etc. To explore the huge search space of HUIM, EC-based approaches, e.g., genetic algorithms (GA) [20] , [29] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) [10] , [28] , [29] , ant colony optimization (ACO) [38] , and the artificial bee colony algorithm [39] , have been introduced. However, it is often time-consuming for ECbased HUIM algorithms to mine all HUIs that satisfy the minimum utility threshold. The reason for this problem can be summarized from two aspects. On one hand, HUIM should mine all itemsets that satisfy the minimum utility threshold; however, EC-based methods typically search in the direction of the best values from the previous generation, which may miss some HUIs in the evolutionary process [29] . On the other hand, EC-based HUIM algorithms are generally inefficient relative to searching new HUIs.
To address the above problems, an improved GA to mine HUIs (HUIM-IGA) efficiently is proposed. Our main contributions are summarized as follows.
1) A population diversity maintenance strategy is proposed in HUIM-IGA. This strategy can expand the search space for high-quality solutions and reduce the number of missing HUIs in the search process. 2) A neighborhood exploration strategy for repeated HUIs is proposed. This strategy improves the local search ability of the algorithm in the optimal solution region and speeds up the search for new HUIs. 3) An individual repair strategy based on transactionweighted utility (TWU) sorting is proposed to reduce invalid combinations for discovering HUIs. In addition, an elite strategy is employed to prevent the loss of highquality itemsets. 4) Experimental results obtained on four real-world datasets demonstrate that the proposed HUIM-IGA shows better performance relative to the number of discovered HUIs, the ability to discover HUIs, and runtime compared to state-of-the-art EC-based HUIM algorithms. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces work related to GAs and HUIM. Preliminaries and the problem statement are presented in Section III. The proposed HUIM-IGA is given in Section IV. Experimental results are given in Section V, and conclusions are presented in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK A. GA
A GA is a metaheuristic approach inspired by natural selection [40] . GAs have been widely used to solve various NP-hard problems [41] , [42] . In GAs, a certain number of individuals constitute the population, and each individual represents a potential solution. GAs start with a population that contains potential solutions, and three genetic operations (i.e., selection, crossover, and mutation) are performed on chromosomes for the next generation. These genetic operators are performed repeatedly until the termination condition is satisfied and an optimal solution is output [43] , [44] .
The selection, crossover, and mutation operators are summarized as follows.
1) Selection: The selection operator is used to select proper individuals in the population. According to predefined rules, better individuals are more likely to be selected for survival (and vice versa) in the next generation. 2) Crossover: Two individuals selected by the selection operator can recombine their genes to form new individuals by exchanging some of their genes. Offspring individuals inherit some characteristics from both individuals (parents). 3) Mutation: The mutation operator changes one or more genes of an individual at a given probability and makes offspring individuals produce genes that differ from their parents. The mutation operator helps maintain diversity in the population and increase the possibility of achieving global optimization.
B. HUIM
The purpose of HUIM is to explore the combination of items in a transactional database whose utility values are not less than a user-specified threshold. These explored itemsets can help market decision makers or managers form reasonable and effective sales strategies.
As an extension to FIM, HUIM considers the quantities and weights of item simultaneously. Its formal definition and mathematical model were first given by Yao et al. [45] . Liu et al. [12] proposed the TWU model in a two-phase algorithm to mine HUIs, and they used transaction-weighted downward closure (TWDC) to reduce the search space. Twophase HUIM algorithms suffer from the huge candidate generation problem in the second phase. To address this issue, Li et al. [14] proposed the isolated items discarding strategy to reduce the number of candidate itemsets in two-phase algorithms. Ahmed et al. [15] proposed the IHUP algorithm, which does not require multiple scans of datasets. Subsequently, Tseng et al. improved the IHUP algorithm and proposed the UP-tree structure in the UP-Growth [16] , and UP-Growth+ [46] algorithms to discover HUIs. Liu et al. proposed the HUI-Miner algorithm [18] to convert an original database into a list structure, to avoid generating candidate sets and repeated scanning of the database, thereby improving mining efficiency. In addition, there exist some other interesting works about HUIM. For example, incremental high-utility itemset mining [47] , privacy preserving utility mining [48] , top-k issue of HUIM [49] , HUIM using multiple minimum utility thresholds [50] , etc.
EC-based algorithms were developed to mine HUIs, and Kannimuthua et al. designed the first GA-based algorithm to mine HUIs with ranked mutation [20] . However, with this algorithm, it is difficult to find 1-high transaction-weighted utilization itemsets (HTWUI) as the chromosome to find the valid HUIs. Lin et al. [10] proposed the HUIM-BPSOsig algorithm based on the discrete PSO algorithm [51] . The length of a particle in the HUIM-BPSOsig algorithm is determined by the number of high-transaction-weighted utilization 1-itemsets (1-HTWUIs), which can effectively reduce the search space and improve search efficiency. Lin et al. [28] designed an OR/NOR-tree structure to generate reasonable itemsets, and they proposed the HUIM-BPSO algorithm to reduce the generation of invalid combinations and further improve mining performance. Song and Huang [29] recently proposed an HUIM framework that includes Bio-HUIF-GA and Bio-HUIF-PSO to mine as many HUIs as possible. The proposed HUIM-IGA algorithm to improve the efficiency of discovering HUIs by improving population diversity and accelerate convergence.
III. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
is a subset of I , comprising several items with a unique identifier T ID . Each item in transaction T q has a purchase quantity (internal utility) denoted q(i j , T q ) (1 ≤ j ≤ v, 1 ≤ q ≤ n). Each item in set I has an external utility p(i j ) indicating the item's profit, and an itemset (or pattern)
is a non-empty subset of I . Table 1 shows a small quantitative transactional database, and Table 2 shows the profit for different items in this database.
The utility u(i j , T q ) of item i j in transaction T q is defined as follows:
For example, in Tables 1 and 2 
The utility of an itemset X in transaction T q , which is denoted u(X , T q ), is defined as
For example, u({b, f },
The utility of itemset X in dataset D, which is denoted u(X ), is defined as
The utility of transaction T q is denoted tu(T q ) and is defined as follows:
For example, tu(
The TWU of itemset X in dataset D is denoted TWU (X ) and is defined as
For example,
A minimum utility threshold is set as δ according to user preference. If the utility of itemset X is not less than the minimum utility value, then X is an HUI. The minimum utility minUti is defined as follows:
For example, assuming δ = 25%, then minUti = (52 + 26 + 41+34+34+52+21+25+13+32)×25% = 330×25% = 82.5. Since u({c, e}) = 84 > minUti = 82.5, {c, e} is an HUI.
If itemset X satisfies TWU (X ) ≥ minUti, then X is a HTWUI. For example, assuming minUti is 330 × 25% = 82.5, high-transaction-weighted utilization 1-itemsets (1-HTWUIs) are mined as shown in Table 3 .
B. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Based on the above definitions, the HUIM problem can be defined as follows. For a given transactional database D, the external utility values of all items pt, and the minimum utility threshold δ, the purpose of HUIM is to discover all itemsets in database D whose utility values are not less than minUti [13] , [45] .
IV. PROPOSED HUIM-IGA A. HUIM-IGA
The proposed HUIM-IGA involves the following steps: population initialization, the individual repair strategy, the neighborhood exploration strategy, the population diversity maintenance strategy, and the elite strategy to mine HUIs. In the population initialization phase, the dataset is represented in bitmap form [29] , [52] to mine HUIs more effectively, and individuals are initialized according to the TWU values of each 1-HTWUI [12] . In the individual repair process, an individual repair strategy based on TWU ranking of 1-HTWUIs is proposed. This process can ensure that a repaired individual is an effective combination of datasets. In addition, the repair strategy can avoid destroying excellent individuals. The neighborhood exploration strategy is employed to improve local search ability by utilizing repeated HUIs effectively. Repeated HUIs are replaced by solutions in the neighborhood search space, which is useful relative to improving search efficiency for new HUIs. A population diversity maintenance strategy is used to reduce missing HUIs that caused by local premature. The elite strategy [53] is introduced in the proposed algorithm to prevent loss of highquality itemsets. The implementation of the proposed HUIM-IGA is summarized as follows.
1) POPULATION INITIALIZATION
In the proposed HUIM-IGA, the dataset is represented as a bitmap, which is an effective way to optimize the HUIM problem [29] , [52] . For transactional dataset D comprising n transactions and v distinct items, the bitmap is an n × v Boolean matrix denoted B(D). The value of the q-th line new_indiv ← All len genes are initially 0; 6: k ← random number in the range[0, len]; 7: while j <= k do 8: Choosed ← RouletteSelection(TWU _values); 9: if new_indiv[Choosed] = 0 then 10: new_indiv[Choosed] ← 1; 11: j + +; 12: end if 13: end while 14: pop ← pop ∪ new_indiv; 15: i + +; 16: end while 17 Table 4 shows the bitmap representation of the sample database.
In the proposed HUIM-IGA, the TWDC attribute is used to delete non-HUIs, which significantly reduces the search space and increases calculation speed [10] , [28] , [29] . With this approach, the length of the chromosome is determined by the number of 1-HTWUIs. For example, in the sample dataset, assuming minUti = 82.5, and the 1-HTWUIs are {a, b, c, e, f , g}, the length of the chromosome is six. Each chromosome represents an itemset, where 1 means that the item of the corresponding position exists, and 0 means that the item of the corresponding position does not exist. In Fig. 1 , the chromosome represents the itemset {a, c, e, g} as a potential solution.
In the population initialization phase, each individual is initialized according to the TWU value of each 1-HTWUI. Here 1-HTWUIs with high TWU values are selected with higher probability. The pseudocode for population initialization is given in Algorithm 1. As shown in Algorithm 1, each individual is initially assigned a value of 0, and then integer k is generated randomly as the number of positions of the individual with value 1 (Steps 5-6). Based on the TWU value of each 1-HTWUI and using the roulette selection operator (The pseudocode of the roulette selection operator is shown in Algorithm 2) to determine which items will appear in the current individual (For items with a larger TWU value, the greater the probability of being selected) (Steps 7-13). The new individual is joined in the population (Step 14). Finally return the initial population (Step 17).
The roulette selection operator in the population initialization phase is shown in Algorithm 2. The summations of TWU values corresponding to 1-HTWUIs are calculated firstly (Step 1). Then the cumulative TWU values are calculated, which is a list of values [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] such that a j = j k=1 TWUs(j), where TWUs(j) is the TWU value of j-th 1-HTWUIs (Step 2). The roulette wheel is carried out in the next step (Step 3). Finally, the location of the corresponding 1-HTWUI through binary search is obtained (Step 4).
2) INDIVIDUAL REPAIR STRATEGY
Due to the randomness of EC, EC-based algorithms typically generate combinations of items that do not exist in the dataset during the population initialization and genetic phases, which wastes execution time and increases the search space. Song and Huang [29] proposed a pruning strategy called PEV check to prune individuals, which is used to ensure that itemsets represented by each individual are reasonable combinations. The higher the TWU value of a 1-HTWUI, the more likely will appear in HUIs [28] . However, this pruning strategy may also prune good genes in individuals; therefore, to address this issue, the pruning strategy by sorting TWU values is improved. The proposed pruning strategy performs sequential pruning based on the TWU values of 1-HTWUIs and attempts to save item combinations that may generate high utility in the individual. The pseudocode of the proposed return; 4: else 5: // Initialize temp 6: for i = 1 → len do 7: k ← Sorted_TWU _index[i]; 8: if Indiv[k] = 1 then 9: temp ← Bit(i); 10: break; 11: end if 12: end for 13: // Repair individuals in the order of TWU values from 14: large to small 15: for j = i + 1 → len do 16: k ← Sorted_TWU _index[j]; 17: if Indiv[k] = 1 then 18: temp = temp ∩ Bit(j); 19: if temp composed of only 0 then 20: Indiv[j] ← 0; 21: else 22: temp ← temp ; 23: end if 24: end if 25: end for 26 : end if 27: Indiv_rep ← Indiv; 28: return Indiv_rep;
pruning strategy is given in Algorithm 3. As shown in Algorithm 3, the individual repair phase is only performed on an individual where not all bits are 0 (Steps 4-28). The intermediate variable temp is initialized by the bitmap cover of the item with the greater TWU value (Steps 5-12). Note that temp is obtained by performing a bitwise-AND operation on the column corresponding to the HTWUI in the bitmap in descending order of TWU value. If temp is composed entirely of 0, the corresponding item is deleted from this individual; otherwise, the current operation is continued until all bits of the individual to be repaired are checked (Steps 13-28).
3) NEIGHBORHOOD EXPLORATION STRATEGY FOR REPEATED HUIS
Due to the randomness of EC, the EC-based HUIM algorithms will produce many meaningless combinations of items, and many duplicate HUIs. As a result, execution time is inevitably increased by these repeated HUIs. To utilize repeated HUIs rationally and avoid repeated evaluation of fitness, a neighborhood exploration strategy for repeated HUIs is proposed. For a new individual generated after mutation operations, the individual is first evaluated to determine whether it is included in the HUIs (rather than evaluating its fitness). If the individual is a duplicate, neighborhood mutation is performed on it to generate a new solution near the HUI to explore the solution in its neighborhood space. Then a fitness evaluation is performed. Otherwise, the fitness evaluation is performed directly. Fig. 2 illustrates the neighborhood exploration strategy, where the red circle indicates the individual corresponding to the repeated HUIs in the population, and the blue circle indicates potential HUIs in the neighborhood of the repeated HUIs. Here, individuals whose fitness values are less than minUti are marked in gray. The purpose of this strategy is to use repeated HUIs to explore potential HUIs in the neighborhood space and improve the local search ability.
The neighborhood mutation method is described in Algorithm 4. Here, assuming the individual currently performing the mutation operation is an HUI, the presence_indexs is used to store the indices corresponding to 1 in the HUI (Step 1), and absence_indexs is used to store indices corresponding to 0 in the HUI (Step 2). m (Step 3) is a position randomly selected from presence_indexes, and n (Step 4) is a position randomly selected from the absence_indexes. Then, the m-th position in the HUI is set to 0 (Step 5), and the n-th position in the HUI is set to 1 (Step 6).
4) POPULATION DIVERSITY MAINTENANCE AND ELITE STRATEGIES
For the HUIM problem, the number of final solutions may be far greater than one. The distribution of HUIs in the solution space is non-uniform; thus, searching only in the direction of the best individual in the previous generation may miss some results [29] . In addition, with rapid reduction in population diversity, the search space becomes limited; thus, the algorithm can easily fall into a local optimum prematurely.
The population diversity maintenance strategy is introduced to maintain population diversity and prevent missing HUIs caused by the algorithm falling into local optimum. Algorithm 4 HUIsNE (HUI , len) Input: HUI , binary coded representation of high-utility itemset; len, the length of individual coding Output: HUI , result of neighborhood mutation for the HUI 1: presence_indexs ← A collection of 1-position indexes in the HUI; 2: absence_indexs ← A collection of 0-position indexes in the HUI; 3: m ← random number in the presence_indexs; 4: n ← random number in the absence_indexs; 5 The strategy is illustrated in Fig. 3 . In each iteration, two consecutively stored HUIs are selected and used to replace two randomly selected individuals in the current population. In addition, through random replacement of HUIs, better individuals have improved probability to evolve in different directions. In addition, the search space of the optimal solution is expanded. Here, the population can maintain diversity in the evolutionary process, which helps prevent missing HUIs caused by the algorithm falling into local optimum.
The elite strategy [53] is used in the proposed HUIM-IGA to prevent loss of high-quality itemsets. As shown in Fig. 4 , the previous generation population P t is first merged with the contemporary population P t+1 , and duplicate individuals in the merged population are deleted. Then, the next generation population Q is composed of individuals with greater utility according to the ranking of utility values in decreasing order.
5) TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
Assuming that the population size is N and the chromosome length is k (determined by the number of 1-HTWUI), the time complexity of one iteration of HUIM-IGA is mainly composed of the following parts:
• individual repair strategy with the complexity O(N × k); • neighborhood exploration strategy for repeated HUIs with the complexity O(1); Nlog(N ) ), which is similar to that of GA. However, the search efficiency of HUIM-IGA has been improved by the proposed strategies.
6) PROPOSED HUIM-IGA
The pseudocode for the proposed HUIM-IGA is given in Algorithm 5. The first step is to calculate the TWU value for each item, and then all 1-HTWUIs are found and sorted based on the calculated TWU values. The length of each individual is determined by the number of 1-HTWUIs (Steps 1-4) . The roulette selection method is employed to randomly generate the initial population according to the TWU value of each item (Step 6). In the evolutionary phase, each individual is repaired in descending order of the TWU values of 1-HTWUIs. If a repaired individual belongs to HUIs, then the solution in its neighborhood is explored and evaluated to determine whether it is also an HUI (Steps 8-18 ). Then, the population diversity maintenance strategy is executed to reduce missing HUIs caused by the algorithm falling into local optimum (Steps 19-27 ). The following steps involve performing selection and crossover operations on the current population (Steps 28-29). The repair strategy, which is the same as that (Steps 8-18), is then performed on the current population (Steps [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . The mutation operator is then applied to the current population (Step 39). The elite strategy is then implemented, and individuals with greater utility are retained (Steps 40-41). Repeat this process until the termination condition is reached, which means a fixed number of generations is reached. Finally, all binary coded HUIs that have been mined are decoded and returned (Steps 43-44).
B. EXAMPLE TO ILLUSTRATE PROPOSED HUIM-IGA
The example database and profit table given Table 1 and  Table 2 , respectively, are taken to briefly explain the execution process of the proposed HUIM-IGA. Assuming minUti = 82.5, the mined 1-HTWUIs are shown in Table 3 . Note that the chromosome length is six. Table 4 shows the bitmap representation of the sample database. As shown in Table 3 , TWU (d) < minUti; thus, the data in the dth column can be deleted. Here, the TWU values of each 1-HTWUI are sorted as {c : 206, f : 182, a : 170, g : 170, b : 161, e : 146}.
It is assumed that the binary codes of the three individuals in the initial population obtained by Algorithm 1 are 110111, 110110, and 001100, respectively. For 110111, according to the repair process of Algorithm 3, the intermediate variable temp is first initialized to the column corresponding to 1-HTWUI with the greatest TWU value in the bitmap, i.e., temp = Bit(f ) = 0101010111. Then, the repair strategy is executed between temp and the other columns in order. Here, temp ∩ Bit(a) = 0101010111 ∩ 1010010100 = 0000010100, and, since the result is not all 0, the value of temp is 0000010100. Following the same procedure, temp ∩ Bit(g) = 0000010100 ∩ 1010010100 = 0000010100, temp ∩ Bit(b) = 0000010100 ∩ 0011110000 = 0000010000, temp = 0000010000, and temp ∩ Bit(e) = 0000010000 ∩ 1010001001 = 0000000000. Here, all bits of the result are 0; thus, the individual's position corresponding to e is set to 0. Therefore, the result obtained after executing the repair strategy on 110111 is 110011. Similarly, the results obtained after executing the repair strategy on 110110 and 001100 are 110010 and 001100, respectively.
The fitness values of 110011, 110010, and 001100 are utility(110011) = 52 < minUti, utility(110010) = Algorithm 5 HUIM-IGA Input: D, transaction database; minUti, minimum utility value; max_evaluations, the maximum number of fitness evalution; pop_size, population size Output: HUIs, a set of high-utility itemsets 1: Calculate the TWU corresponding to each item in D; 2: 1-HTWUIs ← {i j |TWU (i j ) ≥ minUti}; 3: Sorted_TWU _index ← Sort(1-HTWUIs, TWU); 4: len ← |1−HTWUIs|; // the length of individual coding 5: HUIs ← ∅; 6: pop ← Initialization (pop_size, len, TWU ); // initialize the population 7: for g = 1 → max_evaluations do 8: for i = 1 → pop_size do 9: // Repair individuals 10: pop[i] ← Indiv_Repair(pop[i], len, 11: Sorted_TWU _index); 12: if pop[i] ∈ HUIs then 13: pop[i] ← HUIsNE(pop[i], len); 14: end if 15: if uti(pop[i]) ≥ minUti then 16: HUIs ← pop[i] ∪ HUIs; 17: end if 18: end for 19: if Size(HUIs) = 1 then 20: Replace two randomly selected individuals of 21: the current population with HUI; 22: end if 23: if Size(HUIs) > 1 then 24: Select HUI 1 and HUI 2 from HUIs; 25: Replace two randomly selected individuals in the 26: current population with HUI 1 and HUI 2 ; 27: end if 28: parents = Selection(pop); 29: offspring ← Crossover(parents); 30: for i = 1 → pop_size do 31: offspring[i] ← Indiv_Repair(offspring[i], 32: len, Sorted_TWU _index); 33: if offspring[i] ∈ HUIs then 34: continue; 35: else if uti(offspring[i]) ≥ minUti then 36: HUIs ← offspring[i] ∪ HUIs; 37: end if 38: end for 39: offspring ← Mutation(offspring); 40: pop ← pop ∪ offspring; 41: Remove duplicate individuals and select pop_size individuals with larger fitness values; 42: end for 43: HUIs ← getItem(HUIs); 44: return HUIs; 26 < minUti, and utility(001100) = 84 > minUti, respectively. Here, individual 001100 is added to the HUIs. After performing Algorithm 5, assuming an individual is 001100, which is already in the HUIs, it is not necessary to evaluate the fitness value. Neighborhood mutation is performed on 001100 (according to Algorithm 4), and results similar to those shown in Fig. 5 are obtained.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, the performance of the proposed HUIM-IGA algorithm is evaluated and compared to stateof-the-art EC-based HUIM algorithms, including the Bio-HUIF-GA [29] , Bio-HUIF-PSO [29] , HUIM-BPSO [28] , HUIM-BPSOsig [10] , and HUPEumu-GRAM [20] algorithms. To facilitate comprehensive comparison, three exact HUIM algorithms are also included, i.e., the UP-Growth [46] , UP-Hist Growth [54] , and IHUP [15] algorithms. Here, convergence speed, the number of mined HUIs (which can be used to demonstrate the accuracy of the number of HUIs discovered by different algorithms), and the execution time required to discover all or different proportions of HUIs were considered in this comparison.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
All experiments ran on a 64-bit Windows 10 system with an Intel Core i5 8400 (2.80 GHz) CPU with 8 GB of RAM, and all algorithms were implemented in Java. Four real-world datasets, i.e., the Chess, Mushroom, Accident, and Connect datasets, were used to evaluate performance. Note that these datasets can be downloaded from the SPMF data mining library [55] . Similar to the work of [28] , [29] , only 10% of the Accident dataset was considered. The experimental results (convergence speed, number of HUIs mined, and execution time required to discover all and different proportions of HUIs) were recorded after 10 independent runs.
The parameters and characteristics of the datasets are given in Table 5 . Table 6 summarizes the parameter settings. The parameter settings for Bio-HUIF-GA [29] , Bio-HUIF-PSO [29] , HUIM-BPSO [28] , HUIM-BPSOsig [10] , and HUPEumu-GRAM [20] algorithms were configured with the settings suggested by their authors in the references. The population size of all algorithms was set to 20 (the same as the works of [10] , [28] , [29] ), and the number of fitness evaluations was 60000. Note that roulette selection, uniform crossover, and single point mutation (when each individual performs the mutation operation, one gene is always randomly selected and flipped) were used with the proposed HUIM-IGA.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1) INFLUENCE OF DIVERSITY MAINTENANCE STRATEGY AND ELITE STRATEGY ON CONVERGENCE SPEED
To illustrate the effect of the population diversity maintenance strategy and elite strategy, these strategies were removed from the proposed HUIM-IGA respectively (represented in the results by HUIM-IGA −DMS and HUIM-IGA −ES ). Here, experiments were performed on the Chess, Connect, Mushroom and Accident_10% datasets. HUIM-IGA −DMS , HUIM-IGA −ES and HUIM-IGA were run independently 10 times. Fig. 6 shows the convergence curves. As can be seen, the convergence speeds of HUIM-IGA −DMS and HUIM-IGA were similar in the early stage of evolution. However, in the middle and late stages of evolution, HUIM-IGA converged faster than HUIM-IGA −DMS . HUIM-IGA converged within 15,000 fitness evaluations, and HUIM-IGA −DMS did not converge until the end of the evaluation. The reason for this difference is observed in the early stage of evolution, where HUIs can be found easily due to the high diversity of the population. Note that the convergence speeds of the two methods are similar in this stage; however, in evolutionary process, population diversity is lost gradually, and the exploration ability of the algorithm is reduced. As a result, the convergence speed of HUIM-IGA −DMS is reduced gradually. HUIM-IGA with the population diversity maintenance strategy always maintained the ability to explore new HUIs. Therefore, HUIM-IGA converges faster than HUIM-IGA −DMS in the middle and late stages of evolution, which means that the proposed HUIM-IGA can mine HUIs significantly faster than without the population diversity maintenance strategy.
HUIM-IGA −ES without elite strategy converges significantly slower than HUIM-IGA in the early stages of evolution, requiring more than 30,000 evaluations on the Mushroom and Accident_10% datasets to converge. This shows that elite strategy can reduce the missing of HUIs and the loss of excellent solutions, so the convergence speed of HUIM-IGA with elite strategy is significantly faster than that of HUIM-IGA −ES without elite strategy.
2) COMPARISON OF CONVERGENCE SPEED
The average results of each algorithm obtained over 10 independent runs were used to compare convergence performance. Note that the IHUP, UP-Growth, and UP-Hist Growth algorithms are not iterative; thus, only the six EC-based algorithms were considered in this comparison. The convergence curves obtained by the six algorithms on the four datasets are shown in Fig. 7 .
As can be seen, the proposed HUIM-IGA demonstrated the fastest convergence speed. The main reason for this result is that the proposed maintaining population diversity strategy can effectively prevent the algorithm from falling into local optimum too quickly; thus, the algorithm always maintains its ability to explore new HUIs. In addition, the elite and neighborhood exploration strategies help reduce the loss of excellent individuals, which increases the speed of searching for new HUIs.
The convergence speeds of Bio-HUIF-GA and Bio-HUIF-PSO were worse than that of the proposed HUIM-IGA algorithm. One reason for this result is that the same HUIs were only evaluated once in the proposed HUIM-IGA, which improves convergence speed. In addition, the lack of an effective search strategy leads to a gradual reduction in convergence speed in the later stage of evolution. Note that HUIM-BPSO outperformed HUIM-BPSOsig and HUPEumu-GRAM, primarily because this algorithm adopts the OR/NOR-tree structure, which avoids generating invalid combinations and accelerates convergence speed. The HUPEumu-GRAM algorithm showed the slowest convergence speed because the standard GA lacks an effective search strategy when solving the HUIM problem; thus, it is difficult to reach convergence in a limited number of evaluations. 
3) COMPARISON OF NUMBER OF DISCOVERED HUIS
Here, the number of HUIs mined by each algorithm on four real-world datasets is analyzed. The IHUP, UP-Growth and UP-Hist Growth algorithms can mine all HUIs from the datasets [15] , [29] , [46] ; thus, the results for the number of discovered HUIs obtained by these three algorithms are considered as the ground truth. Table 7 shows the best, worst, and percentage of mined HUIs obtained by each algorithm compared to the ground truth.
As can be seen, under different minimum thresholds, the proposed HUIM-IGA always outperformed the other algorithms relative to exploring the integrity of HUIs. HUIM-IGA can mine all HUIs when δ is high, but in the case of low δ, it is not guaranteed to mine all HUIs (e.g., datasets of Connect with δ = 31.3% and Accident_10% with δ = 12.1%). But even under the low δ, compared with other EC-based HUIM algorithms, the number of HUIs mined by HUIM-IGA is significantly more. Compared with HUIM-IGA, Bio-HUIF-GA and Bio-HUIF-PSO methods need higher δ to mine all HUIs. This is because the smaller the minimum utility threshold, the more HUIs satisfy the condition, making it more difficult to mine HUIs in the absence of an effective search strategy. Compared to HUIM-BPSOsig, the HUIM-BPSO algorithm can avoid invalid combinations and increase the speed HUI mining; thus, it demonstrated better performance than HUIM-BPSOsig. The average standard score of the HUIs discovered by HUPEumu-GRAM with each dataset was less than 20%, which is considered practically insufficient. The reason for this result is related to the fact that superior generation in the previous generation is always searched as the target. However, for the HUIM problem, which has a large number of solutions, it is difficult for HUPEumu-GRAM to find all HUIs in the limited number of evaluations.
4) COMPARISON OF RUNTIME
With different minimum utility thresholds on four realworld datasets, the runtimes of eight algorithms (Bio-HUIF-GA, Bio-HUIF-PSO, UP-Growth, IHUP, UP-Hist Growth, HUIM-BPSO, HUIM-BPSOsig and HUPEumu-GRAM) to mine all HUIs that met the minimum utility threshold were compared. The results are shown in Table 8 . Since on datasets of Connect with δ = 31.3% and Accident_10% with δ = 12.1%, all EC-based algorithms cannot guarantee that all HUIs will be mined within 6 × 10 4 fitness evaluations. Therefore, in order to compare the time-consuming of each algorithm in mining different numbers of HUIs, we compare the time-consuming for each algorithm in 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% of HUIs on Connect with δ = 31.3% and Acci-dent_10% with δ = 12.1%, respectively. The results are shown in Table 9 .
As can be seen in Table 8 , the proposed HUIM-IGA outperformed the compared algorithms for different minimum utility threshold values. Although Bio-HUIF-GA and Bio-HUIF-PSO demonstrated faster convergence in the early stage of evolution, it was difficult to find all HUIs due to their slow convergence in the later stage of evolution. The UP-Growth and IHUP algorithms ran out of memory with the Chess and Connect datasets. In addition, their runtimes on the Mushroom and Accident_10% datasets were greater than that of HUIM-IGA, Bio-HUIF-GA, and Bio-HUIF-PSO. The UP-Hist Growth algorithm outperformed other algorithms on multiple datasets; however, the proposed HUIM-IGA outperformed UP-Hist Growth on most datasets. The average runtime of by HUIM-BPSO, HUIM-BPSOsig, and HUPEumu-GRAM required to mine all HUIs on most datasets exceeded three hours because the standard search route based on the traditional GA or PSO will gradually reduce the search ability with declining population diversity; thus, some HUIs may be missed, which makes it difficult to find all HUIs in practical time. As can be seen from Table 9 , HUIM-IGA takes less time to mine the same proportion of HUIs, which shows that HUIM-IGA is more efficient than other EC-based HUIM algorithms.
VI. CONCLUSION
HUIM is an important data mining task and has a wide range of applications. EC-based HUIM algorithms have an advantage in mining HUIs compared to traditional HUIM algorithms, such as HUPEumu-GRAM, HUIM-BPSOsig, HUIM-BPSO, and Bio-HUIF-GA. Although these algorithms provide an efficient way to mine HUIs from the transition datasets, it is still time-consuming for these algorithms to find the complete or large proporion of HUIs.
Thus, in this paper, we have proposed the HUIM-IGA to mine HUIs much more efficiently. The proposed algorithm adopts a neighborhood exploration strategy for repeated HUIs, which improves the local search ability of the algorithm. To prevent missing HUIs caused by the local premature, a population diversity maintenance strategy is employed in the proposed algorithm to expand the search space and improve population diversity. The experimental results obtained on real-world datasets demonstrate that the proposed HUIM-IGA outperforms state-of-the-art EC-based HUIM algorithms in terms of convergence speed, the ability to discover HUIs, and runtime.
In future work, we plan to design a more reasonable and effective search strategy, as well as individual repair methods, to ensure that combinations of repaired items are effective, avoid generating non-HUIs, reduce unnecessary use of computational resources, and improve the proposed algorithm's overall ability to discover HUIs.
